
Travel back to the majestic universe of Ancient Greece and win big with Elysian Jackpots. Enter the palace

on the beautiful Elysian Plains to �nd hidden treasures!

Gather all keys to enter the throne room, then collect Crystals during Free Spins to win incredible jackpots.

Smash vases �lled with a plethora of treasures and protect yourself with Porpax Shield scatters that trigger

additional modes. Discover the In�nite Bonus Game and watch your wins increase!

Accumulate magical Key symbols and unlock Jackpot Free Spins, or any of the �ve Gem symbols that award

one of �ve Jackpots. This game’s Jackpot mechanic pools with Jackpot Raiders, Jackpot Express, Frost

Queen Jackpots and Atlantean GigaRise!

May the Gods be on your side.

ID: 10395
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Global release

RTP

96%

HIT Frequency

28.09%

Volatility

LOW

Default Max win

€50,600



Promotions

Paylines

20

Default bet size

€2

Default bet range

€0.1 - €40

Default coin range

0.01 - 2

Default max multiplier

X 1,265

EASTER YGG

31 March - 10 April

We’re bubbling up for the most colourful, fun and YGG-citing holiday of the

year! Get ready to crack open the Easter YGG, where a total of €50,000 in

different prizes can be won by participating players. Yep, you heard that YGG-

xactly right! One lucky player is bound to have their basket full as an egg, as

one prize worth €8000 can be triggered at any time during gameplay. Our

Prize Drop will start on the 31st of March. YGG-cellent!
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Key selling points

Gather all the keys to enter the ancient temple

Collect Crystals in Free Spins to win jackpots!

Smash vases �lled with treasures

Get Porpax Shield scatters to trigger additional modes

Discover In�nite Bonus Game!

Target demographic

Jackpot Fans

Low Volatility Fans

Those who love Simple Mechanics

Fans of Potentially Endless Bonus Games
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Game features

BASE GAME

Welcome to Elysians Jackpots Video Slot

where players can explore the hidden rooms

of the ancient temple in their search for

treasures. Players will be collecting Keys and if

they �nd all 5 Keys of the same color, 10 Free

Spins are awarded for a chance of getting 5

different progressive Jackpots.
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FREE SPINS

There are 5 Free Spin rooms inside the Elysian

temple and each of them can be entered by

collecting 5 keys with the colour of that Free

Spin. Once players collect all 5 keys of the

same kind, they are awarded 10 Free Spins in

that colour temple and they can start chasing

Jackpots.

Apart from possibility of Jackpot, all wins

during Free Spins are multiplied by 3.
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FIVE JACKPOTS

The setup for each of the 5 local jackpot

games is basically the same: •There are 5

jackpots: Blue, Violet, Green, Orange, and Red.

These sit above the 5 reels. •The jackpots are of

different sizes and are progressive. The

jackpots can be won in the free spin bonus

round. •The start amounts for the 5 jackpots

are 40, 200, 600, 1,500, and 10,000 EUR.

•Contributions are taken from every wager to

feed the 5 progressive jackpots. The levels of

jackpot contribution are 0.7%, 0.7%, 0.6%, 0.6%,

and 0.8% from Blue to Red. The total

contribution is 3.4%. •The expected fallout

values for the 5 jackpots are 108, 500, 600,

4,000, and 30,000 EUR
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TREASURE CHESTS BONUS

GAME

Treasure Chests bonus game can be won in

Porpax Shield feature only.

It's an in�nite bonus game where the player is

choosing one of 3 chests per level. If the chest

is opened successfully, the player collects the

prize, can win the Key for the collection, and

advances to the next level. But Avalanche can

end the Bonus game falling over the selected

chest and the player leaves the castle with

collected winnings up to that moment.
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Scatter Symbol

The Shield (Scatter) symbol only appears in

the base game and awards the Shield feature

if 3 or more land in a single spin. - 5 Scatter

symbols awards the Shield + 500 x bet. - 4

Scatter symbols award the Shield + 50 x bet. - 3

Scatter symbols award the Shield. When

Shield is activated, it either awards 10 Jackpot

Free Spins or the Treasure Chests Bonus

game.

PICK AND CLICK GAME

The Pick and Click game is triggered by

getting 2 Scatter (Shield) symbols and it

awards prizes and the possibility to trigger

Free Spins or a Bonus game. Also, inside those

vases, keys are hidden and can be won.
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Game rules

Welcome to Elysian Jackpots Video Slot with a Free Spin mode, an In�nite Treasure Chests Bonus

game, a Pick and Click Chest game, and 5 different Jackpots!

ABOUT THE GAME

Elysian Jackpots is a Video Slot with 5 reels and 20 paylines oriented from left to right. The game

has eight regular symbols that pay if three or more are lined up in sequence on a payline,

beginning from the leftmost position. There is a Scatter symbol that activates the Shield if 3 or

more appear anywhere on the reels. There are also 5 Key symbols that award Jackpot Free Spins

and 5 Gem symbols that award 1 of 5 Jackpots.

THE SCATTER SYMBOL

The Scatter symbol only appears in the base game and awards the Magic Shield when you land 3

or more in a single spin.

5 Scatter symbols award the Shield + 500x Bet

4 Scatter symbols award the Shield + 50x Bet

3 Scatter symbols award the Shield
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KEY COLLECTION

There are 5 different Keys to collect: Blue, Violet, Green, Orange, and Red. Each Key only appears on

its own reel. When a collection is �lled (5 identical Keys are collected) players are awarded 10

Jackpot Free Spins with 1 starting gem towards that reel’s Jackpot collection. The awarded Free

Spins are played with the average bet of all bets used when collecting the Keys. All new players

receive 2 Blue Keys and 1 of each other Keys to start their Key collection. Keys can also be collected

in the Treasure Vase Bonus game and the Pick & Click Chest game. All collected Keys are saved

between game sessions. If several Key collections are completed in the same spin, then Jackpot

Free Spin modes are played out in sequence starting from the lowest value.

JACKPOT FREE SPINS

All line wins in Jackpot Free Spins receive an x3 multiplier

There are no Scatter or Key symbols

There are 5 different Gems that award a Jackpot when 5 Gems of the same color are collected in a

single Free Spin session

Gem collections are reset at the end of each Free Spin Session

Jackpot Free Spins are played with the same lines as in the base game

THE JACKPOTS
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Collecting 5 Gems of the same color awards the corresponding Jackpot.

Gems appear in all Free Spin modes and are not saved between Free Spin sessions.

Free Spin multipliers do not apply to Jackpot wins.

JACKPOT RULES

All Jackpots are progressive. 3.8% of each bet is contributed to the Jackpots.

None of the Jackpots have a ceiling value, meaning: they do not have a limit before they pay out.

Jackpot Wins are subject to veri�cation by the operator and the supplier. All decisions are �nal and

no correspondence will be entertained.

The Jackpot values are displayed at the top as recorded on the supplier’s server. Every effort is

made to ensure that the progressive Jackpot values displayed in the game are the same as the

ones on the supplier’s server.

Jackpots cannot be won when Playing For Fun.

The probability to win the Jackpot in each spin is proportional to the player’s bet size.

All 5 Jackpots can be won in a single Jackpot Free Spins round.

No simultaneous Jackpot win by two or more players is possible for the same Jackpot; when one

game round makes a claim for a certain Jackpot, it is simultaneously assured that no other game

round can claim the same Jackpot. In the event of two players seeming to have won at the same

time, due to network latency or other reasons one will always be �rst.

The 3.8% contribution to current jackpots is split in the following way:
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Blue Jackpot – 0.7%

Violet Jackpot – 0.7%

Green Jackpot – 0.6%

Orange Jackpot – 0.6%

Red Jackpot – 1.2%

The start values for the jackpots are always:

Blue Jackpot – €40

Violet Jackpot – €200

Green Jackpot – €600

Orange Jackpot – €1500

Red Jackpot – €15 000

Or the equivalent in your chosen currency.

HOW TO PLAY

Press the Spin button to start the game.

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINES

To calculate your total payline win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.

To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on
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the line starting from the far left.

If three or more identical symbols lined up, �nd the payout in the Pay Table. There you can for all

symbols �nd the value for 3 in a row, 4 in a row, and 5 in a row. Only the highest winning

combination per line is paid out.

The above doesn’t include any Scatter symbols which pay scattered.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - €400

4 - €25

3 - €7

5 - €200

4 - €22

3 - €6

5 - €100

4 - €20

3 - €5

5 - €75

4 - €17

3 - €4

Low symbols

5 - €20

4 - €8

3 - €2.40

5 - €18

4 - €7

3 - €2.40

5 - €15

4 - €6

3 - €2
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5 - €13

4 - €5

3 - €2

Extra symbols

When Shield is activated, it either

awards 10 Jackpot Free Spins or

the Treasure Chests Bonus game.
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Game menus

GAME PANEL

Expand this image

Lines - This game features 20 paylines.A -

Bet Level - Change the bet size.B -

Bet - Displays the current bet.C -

Max Bet - Sets the best to the largest available. Press the Max Bet-button again to revert back.

(If available)

D -

Spin Button - Places the bet and spins the reels.E -
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Options Panel

Autoplay - You can make the game play without pressing the spin button every time. Choose

the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. You can choose additional

conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some game client

versions prevents you from losing above the set limit during the autoplay session. To stop

autoplay manually, press the autoplay button.

F -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.G -

Balance - Displays the player's account balance. If your operator allows coins, then the bet

Level will be Coin Value and you will be able to toggle between coin(20/bet) and cash by

pressing on the balance, bet, or coin value �eld.

H -
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Close - Expands or collapses the options tray.A -

Pay Table - Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game features, and

information on the ways to win.

B -

Settings - Change the game speed, sound volume, and other settings.C -

History - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your last

10 game rounds.

D -

Rules - Opens the rules of the game.E -

Sound - Turn the sounds on or off.F -

Full Screen - Turns on and off full screen mode.G -

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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